
User Interface Engineering: Homework 4
Object Rotation, Translation, and Scaling

Instructor: Otmar Hilliges
TA’s: Tobias Nageli, Liu Zhiyong, and Karthik Sheshadri

Due Date:13/11/2013

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Virtual object translation and rotation on a multi touch table.

We are now able to track user input in our multi touch table, and it is time to try some virtual object manipu-
lation. The ability to rotate, translate, and scale virtual objects (such as images, text, etc) is a key function of an
FTIR table, and in some sense exemplifies it’s advantages over a traditional mouse and keyboard interface. This
final exercise explores the algorithms and implementation details necessary to achieve virtual object interaction.

For this exercise, you will need to carry out a live demonstration of object manipulation on your hardware, in
addition to submitting your completed code package to karthik.sheshadri@inf.ethz.ch.

1.1 Skeleton Code
Homeworks 1 through 4 together give you all the individual tools you need to construct your own multi touch
table. However, you still need to work through the implementation details to complete the process and arrive at a
working system. Specifically, you need to deal with the problem of event scheduling. Your table must know when,
for instance, the user wants finger tracking as opposed to when it is expected to rotate or translate an object. In
order to accomplish this, we use C++’s native event handler. You will need a basic understanding of it’s working
in order to use our skeleton code. You can read more about events in C++

The actual functions which carry out the operations we want (such as rotation, translation,etc) are in the file
GestureRecognition.cpp, and this file is were you need to fill in your code snippets.

2 Camera to GUI Mapping
Our first task is to establish a mapping between pixels in the GUI (projector) space, and pixels in our camera
space. In order to do this, we employ a homography, which is an invertible transformation between two spaces,
where each point of a space corresponds only to one point of the second space. In the specific case in which the
two spaces are represented by planes, we can call it a 2D homography. Given a set of points x in a plane, and a
corresponding set of points x′ in the second plane, 2D homography computes the projective transformation that
takes each point x to x′ and vice versa. The projective transformation in 2D space with homogeneous coordinates
is computed through the so-called Homography Matrix, referred to as H, defined as:

x′y′
w′

 = H

xy
w

 (1)
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Figure 2: A homography separates the undistorted camera image and the GUI space. We undistort the camera
using the procedure we learnt in homework 1.

Figure 3: User touches points on a projected grid in order to establish GUI to camera correspondences.

with

H =

h1,1 h1,2 h1,3
h2,1 h2,2 h2,3
h3,1 h3,2 h3,3

 (2)

For our hardware set up, we approximate the GUI as a plane surface, hence compute a single homography us-
ing n corespondence points to transform between GUI and camera co-ordinates. You can find a video where you
see the whole calibration method working on the following website: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.
com/u/54286750/2013-10-29%2022.46.18.mov. In order to arrive at the n correspondences, we ren-
der a grid on the GUI, and record correspondences between GUI points where the user touches the grid, and
their correspondences in the camera co-ordinate system. These n correspondences are then used to compute our
homography. Without loss of generality and using homogeneous coordinates we can set w and w′ to 1.

Before estimating your homography, you will need to undistort the camera on your hardware set up. Since
your camera has a visible light filter and you cannot hence use the standard procedure, we give you the camera
matrix and undistortion coefficients required:

K =

653.533 0 274.945
0 656.08 223.16089
0 0 1

 (3)

and

kc =
[
−0.44238 0.29060 −0.00364 0.00036

]
(4)
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Q 2.1: Write a proper homography estimation in pseudo-code using the DLT algorithm. Submit the pseudo-
code implementation on a additional PDF. (15 pts). Hint (use SVD to find nullspace of of Ah = 0)

Q 2.2: What is the minimum number of point corespondences to compute a homography with the same con-
straints as in our setup? (5 pts).

Q 2.3: You have a function in the actual code skelleton called Mat computeHomography (InputArray
srcPoints, InputArray dstPoints) which takes the point correspondences x′ and x as input and re-
turns the estimated homography H. The function in the sceleton code returns at the moment the identity matrix
H = I(3). Implement now in the code sceleton your homography estimation determined in Q 2.1. without the
OpenCV function findHomography.
If you were not able to complete Q 2.1 or your own homography estimation is not working, you can use the
OpenCV function findHomography but you will get 0 points for Q 2.3 and Q 2.4. (10 pts).

Q 2.4: Estimate the reprojection error and compare it with the reprojection error given by the homography
computed with the OpenCV build in function findHomography. What could be done to improve the Homog-
raphy estimation? Write down both computed errors D once with your estimated homography and once with the
homography found by the OpenCV function findHomography and improvement suggestions on the additional
PDF. (10 pts). Hint(D = ‖p−Hp′‖2 + ‖p′ −H−1p‖2)

3 Virtual Object Manipulation
With our camera to GUI mapping now in place, we proceed to object manipulation. We would like to be able to
perform a combination of three operations:

• Translation: Putting a finger onto an object (start at position x, moving it to a new position x′, and releasing
it again, translates the object by ∆x = x′ − x according to the finger’s trajectory.

• Rotation: Using two fingertips, we rotate the polygon formed by the contact points on the GUI. The system
responds by rotating the object by the same extent in each direction.

• Scaling: The virtual object scales in accordance with the growth of the polygon formed by the user’s finger-
tips.

Assuming that x1, x2 are the starting positions of both trajectories and x′1, x′2 are the new positions, both in
homogenious coordinates, the affine matrix is computed by solving the linear system

x′1 = Mx1

x′2 = Mx2.

with

M :=

s cosα −s sinα tx
s sinα s cosα ty

0 0 1

 =

a −b c
b a d
0 0 1


where s is a scale factor for the x and y dimension, α is the angle of rotation and t = [tx, ty]

T is the 2D
translation.

Q 3.1: Write down in pseudo-code a function to estimate a, b, c, d and the scaling s from the point corespon-
dences x′1, x1 and x′2, x2. (15 pts). Hint(cos2α+ sin2α = 1).

Q 3.2: Implement your solution determined in Q 3.1 into the code skeleton. (15 pts).

Q 3.3: Demonstrate virtual object rotation (using two fingers) on your GUI. The user should be able to scale,
rotate, and translate objects. In order to do this, apply the estimated affine transform M to the vertices of the
polygon, and re-render the polygon on the current frame. (30 pts).

4 Skeleton Code Explanation
Our code relies on two custom defined classes to invoke required functions, both defined in GestureRecogni-
tion.h, FingerTipSource and FingerTipReceiver. The class FingerTipSource, defined as below, merely relays to
FingerTipReceiver the number of fingertips touching the surface of the table:
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class FingerTipSource
{
public:

__event void FingerTipEvent(int nValue);
};

The class FingerTipReceiver stores the co-ordinates of the object being rendered and manipulated (for this
homework, we restrict ourselves to rectangles, although it is easy to extend to other shapes), as well as functions
for line drawing, rotation, and so on.

In the file GestureRecognition.cpp you will find a example function called ExampleCode(int
nValue) which draws for each touch-point a cross with the coordinates on screen: The example function should
be have an event based call. This means you can register the function for a callback of an event FingerTipEvent.
At the moment only the fuction ExampleCode is running.

void FingerTipReceiver::ExampleCode(int nValue)
{

if (nValue == 1)
{

Point center((int)TrackedObservations.front().Position(0),
(int)TrackedObservations.front().Position(1));

int height = 100;
int width = 160;
this->rectArea = Rect(center.x-width/2,center.y-height/2,width,height);
rectangle(gestureImage, rectArea, Scalar(0, 0, 255), -1, 8);
this->gestureImage = gestureImage;
this->center = center;

cout << "One finger translation" << endl;
}

}

You can register a function for a callback as shown here:

void FingerTipReceiver::hookEvent(FingerTipSource* pSource)
{

__hook(&FingerTipSource::FingerTipEvent, pSource,
&FingerTipReceiver::ExampleCode);

//__hook(&FingerTipSource::FingerTipEvent, pSource,
&FingerTipReceiver::YourOwnCode);

}

You have to write your code into the function void FingerTipReceiver::YourOwnCode(int nValue)
and register it to the callback (e.g. uncoment the lines).

void FingerTipReceiver::YourOwnCode(int nValue)
{

//Access to touch points via TrackedObservations

cout << "number of touch points in TrackedObservations" << nValue <<
endl;

}

If you want to unregister a function from the callback you can do it with this function:

void FingerTipReceiver::unhookEvent(FingerTipSource* pSource)
{

__unhook(&FingerTipSource::FingerTipEvent, pSource,
&FingerTipReceiver::YourOwnCode);

__unhook(&FingerTipSource::FingerTipEvent, pSource,
&FingerTipReceiver::ExampleCode);

}
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